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A new proof is given that the symmetric group of any set X with three or more
elements, finite or infinite, has cardinality strictly greater than that of X . Use of
the axiom of choice is avoided throughout.

John Dawson and Paul Howard [1976] proved that the symmetric group of any
set X with three or more elements, finite or infinite, has cardinality strictly greater
than that of X . Significantly, their proof does not rely upon the axiom of choice.
However, it does rely upon Cantor’s theorem that the power set of any set X , finite
or infinite, has cardinality strictly greater than that of X . We give a new proof
of Dawson and Howard’s result that relies upon neither the axiom of choice nor
Cantor’s theorem.

Recall that Sym(X) is the symmetric group of X , that is the set of all bijections
between a set X and itself under function composition. More specifically, we call
each bijection between a set and itself a permutation, each element that is mapped
to itself by a permutation a fixed point, each pair of elements that are mapped to
one another by a permutation a transposition, and each permutation that is its own
inverse an involution.

The following results can easily be obtained and are listed without proof: (i)
every fixed point in a permutation is also a fixed point in that permutation’s inverse;
(ii) every transposition in a permutation is also a transposition in that permutation’s
inverse; (iii) every permutation is an involution if and only if it is made up entirely
of fixed points and transpositions; (iv) for all sets X , there exists an injection from X
into Sym(X); and (v) in the case of all sets X with three or more elements, Sym(X)
contains at least three involutions.

Theorem. For any set X with three or more elements, finite or infinite, Sym(X)
has cardinality strictly greater than that of X.

Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Assume that there does exist a bijection F
from X to Sym(X), and construct the permutation ? in Sym(X) as follows:
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(1) Let a, b, and c be three elements of X such that F(a), F(b), and F(c) are all
involutions in Sym(X) with

?(a)= b,

?(b)= c,

?(c)= a.

(2) For every other element i of X such that F(i) is an involution in Sym(X), but
i is not equal to a, b, or c, we have

?(i)= i.

(3) For each pair of permutations σ and µ in Sym(X) that are one another’s
inverses, and for each pair of elements s and m of X such that F(s)= σ and
F(m)=µ, if σ transposes s and m then we have ?(s)= s and ?(m)=m, but if σ
does not transpose s and m then we have ?(s)=m and ?(m)= s. In other words,

?(s)=
{

s if σ(s)= m and σ(m)= s,
m if σ(s) 6= m or σ(m) 6= s,

?(m)=
{

m if σ(s)= m and σ(m)= s,
s if σ(s) 6= m or σ(m) 6= s.

Note that ? is a permutation of X and therefore an element in Sym(X). Note also
that ? is not an involution and therefore must have a distinct inverse, call it ?−1.
Thus, some element of X must be the preimage of ? under F . Let n denote just
such an element of X . Additionally, some element of X other than n must be
the preimage of ?−1 under F . Let w denote just such an element of X . That is,
F(n)= ? and F(w)= ?−1. As ? and ?−1 are of the same general form as σ and µ
above, it now follows that

?(n)=
{

n if ?(n)= w and ?(w)= n,
w if ?(n) 6= w or ?(w) 6= n,

?(w)=

{
w if ?(n)= w and ?(w)= n,
n if ?(n) 6= w or ?(w) 6= n.

In other words, assuming that the bijection F does in fact exist, n and w will be
transposed with one another in ? if and only if n and w are not transposed with one
another in ?, a contradiction! Therefore no such bijection exists between X and
Sym(X). Conversely, as we already know that there does exist an injection from X
into Sym(X), we conclude that Sym(X) must have cardinality strictly greater than
that of X . �
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Through showing that the power set of any set X , finite or infinite, has cardinality
strictly greater than that of X , Georg Cantor revolutionized mathematics and inspired
the field of set theory. It is interesting to wonder how different the world might
have been if mathematicians’ first forays into the higher realms of the infinite had
been inspired not by power sets, but by symmetric groups.
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